Abstract. Recent work in computer vision has demonstrated positive results in reasoning about possible object function based on analysis of only the object shape. While shape properties are important, verification of actual functionality generally requires consideration of properties beyond pure static shape. In particular, dynamic physical properties such as the degree of deformation or rigidity under applied force are essential to the function of many objects. The work described in this paper combines reasoning about object shape with reasoning about deformation under applied forces for recognizing (categorizing) an object according to its function. Initial reasoning about the static 3-D object shape provides a function verification plan. This plan is a sequence of interactions that lead to confirming or rejecting the suggested object function. The interactions involve applying test forces to elements of the object structure as identified in the reasoning about static 3-D shape.
Introduction
It is clear that geometric models such as those typically used in model-based vision do not provide a sufficient means t o represent categories of objects as they are intuitively conceived by humans. What is needed is a representation that can capture an entire class of objects, without holding a specific geometric description of each object in that class. This has been stressed by many as a shortcoming of the CAD-based representation. Requicha stated, regarding the representation of classes of "equi~alent~~ solids: "TWO quite distinct examples of equivalence classes are (1) the class of mechanical parts which satisfy a particular tolerance specification and therefore are functionally equivalent and interchangeable in assembly, and (2) the class of all objects that humans recognize as (say) chairs" [12 .
itative, respectively.
A quantitative approach obviously requires that all objects in the class be quite similar in structure. It is however the second equivalence class mentioned by Requicha in which we are more interested. A qualitatively defined class can best be described by example. Think of the extreme variations in structure of all objects that you would intuitively categorize as chair. There is no ideal CAD model which could be used as a prototype from which all other chairs could be derived by simply changing some parameter of the representation. The question is, what features can be used to capture an entire class or subclass with a single representation?
Binford [l] , Minsky [8] and Winston [17] were among the first to suggest the use of function as a means to represent and recognize generic classes of objects. In the last few years, several researchers have reported on computer vision systems that perform some type of function-based reasoning [2, 3, 4, 5, 13, 14, 151.
In each of these, the reasoning is based only on abstract shape and there is no consideration of planned interactions with the objects which might verify el-.ements of function that depend on properties other than shape. The purpose of this paper is to describe a generalized function-based reasoning system in which the results of initial static shape analysis direct a plan for interacting with an object to verify that it has the appropriate physical properties.
Consider the object shape depicted in Figure 1 -a. Reasoning solely from an "abstract shape" (purely geometric) description of an object, a function-based recognition system might determine that the object should be re-oriented in order to provide a seating surface of the appropriate size and in the appropriate relative orientation to the support plane (see Figure 1 b). This would constitute one level of recognition of the object-recognition that the object shape is consistent with providing the function of a chair. However, this clearly does not uarantee that the object could in fact function as a ctair. The abstract shape model contains no information about the object's material properties-the substance of the "chair" could just as well be paper mach6 as oak or metal.
Reasoning about the abstract shape model suggests a possible function for the object, but verifying the function requires some planned interaction with the object. In this case, the object could first be placed in the orientation suggested by its shape and then increasing levels of force could be applied to the candidate seating surface and the resulting deformation of the shape observed (see Figure 1- To demonstrate the complete function-based object recognition process, (i.e. a system that performs both static and dynamic analysis), the GRUFF-TW system was developed. The GRUFF system [13, 14, 151 performs a static function-based analysis by reasoning purely from an abstract shape of the object. Functionbased recognition in this stage involves identifying functional elements (portions of the object structure) that perform or rovide the functional requirements.
THINGWORLD 10, 111, a physically-based solid modeling system, is used to simulate the interaction that is directed by the verification plan produced by GRUFF. THINGWORLD ".. . provides an AI/machine vision testbed which is able to reason about solid shape and the physical properties of objects." [lo] Objects can be assigned a variety of material properties, corresponding to substances such as oak or rubber, and then deformation of the object structure can be observed when forces are applied. Functionality of an object can be confirmed or rejected by observing the amount of deformation and ensuring that if deformation does occur, then the deformed object structure can still perform the designated function. This paper is the first t o present an object recognition system that recognizes object function through reasoning about the static 3-D shape to identify hypothesized functionality and then confirms that result by evaluating the dynamic physical properties of the object. Section 2 provides an overview of the merged GRUFF-TW system. A better understanding of the recognit,ion process can be gained through the examples provided in Section 3. Section 4 concludes with a brief summary and directions of future research efforts.
The GRUFF-TW System
The goal of the GRUFF-TW merger (GRUFF for Generic Representation Using Form and Function [13] , and T W for Thingworld [lo, 111) is to demonstrate the feasibility of a function-based object recognition system that performs both static and dynamic analysis of the functionality of an object. It is important to note that recognition by the GRUFF-TW system means categorization of an object. The system can report whether an object can fulfill the functional requirements of a specified category. These functional requirements are enumerated, for each category known to the system, as a set of functional properties.
The knowledge held by the GRUFF-TW system is organized at the highest level into a set of category definition trees. The structure of the category definition tree above the leaves reflects the category/subcategory relations used in classifying objects. Each leaf of the tree represents a separately named fvnctional prope r t y used in the function-based definition of some (sub)category. The definition tree for the category chair is illustrated in Figure 2 . This definition tree indicates that the basic function for the category chair is realized by a sittable surface that exists in a stable orientation of the object and which can support the forces associated with a seating surface. It also indicates that there are two elaborations of this basic functional plan, the subcategories straight back chair and arm chair, which require additional functional properties.
Each (sub)category definition is realized as a conjunction of a set of functional properties which must be satisfied in order for an object t o belong to the category. Each functional property is implemented as a sequence of invocations of some procedural knowledge primitives.
Knowledge Primitives
The knowledge primitives are parameterized chunks of knowledge that operate on the object and produce an association measure which reflects how well the object fulfills the specified function. The knowledge primitives can be considered as falling into two basic types. The first type reasons solely from the abstract shape description. These primitives define the functional properties making up the hypothesized functional plan of each (sub)category. The second type uses the suggested functional plan that results from the shape-based reasoning to instantiate a plan for testing the physical properties of the object to verify that it actually fulfills the function suggested by its shape. These knowledge primitives define the functional properties making up the function verification plan of each (sub)category.
The six knowledge primitives which reason solely from the abstract shape description of an object are: 0 metric-dimensions-checks that the width, depth or height of a (part of an) object is within a specified range. 0 proxcimity-checks that two parts of an object lie within a specified range of distance to each other. 0 relative-orientation-checks that the relative orientation of two surfaces lies within a specified range. 0 clearance-checks that a specified region of space relative to some part of the object is unobstructed by other parts of the object. 0 stability-checks that a specified orientation of the object is stable (possibly with specified forces applied). 0 enclosure-checks that in a specified orientation there is a concavity which can be used to hold a specified volume.
The three primitives which are involved with reasoning about physical interaction with the object are: 0 change-orientation-used to re-orient the object to a specified new orientation. a apply-force-used to apply a specified force to a specified portion of the object. 0 observe-deformation-used to check that the current degree of deformation of the shape, in comparison to a reference instance of the shape, lies within a specified range.
The primitives metric-dimensions, proximity, relative-orientation and observe-deformation each return a real value in the range 0 to 1. This value is interpreted as a measure of how well the object satisfies the constraints of a particular invocation of the primitive. The measure is computed using four parameter values supplied to the procedure invocation: least, lowideal, highideal and greatest. If the property value of the object (height, area, ...) is between lowideal and highideal, then a mewure of 1 is returned. For property values outside this range but still between least and greatest, the measure falls off linearly to 0. For property values outside the range from least to grea.test, the measure is 0.
The primitives clearance, stability, enclosure, change-orientation and applyforce each return either the value 0 or the value 1. For the primitives clearance, stability, and enclosure, the measure is interpreted as indicating whether the object shape satisfies the specified property (has the specified clearance, is stable in the specified orientation, or has an enclosable concavity of the given volume). For the primitives change-orientation and applyforce, the measure is interpreted as indicating whether or not the robot was able to successfully carry out the specified interaction with the object. A robot might not be able to carry out a specified interaction due to not being able to grasp and manipulate the object appropriately, not being strong enough to manipulate the object, not being able to apply the specified force in the specified direction, or other reasons.
Function-based evaluation process
There are two distinct stages in the complete function-based evaluation process. The first stage involves labeling of the object structure (i.e. making the association of function to structure). The second stage performs an interactive verification of each result identified in stage one. The function verification plan defines what interaction should occur while the output of stage one defines how interaction should occur. The process of function verification involves an iterative process of applying force and observing deformation. The deformed object structure is tested over time. Tests continue until the association measure stabilizes or the association measure goes below a specified threshold. If the measure goes below the threshold, then it is considered that the deformed structure can no longer function as originally proposed. Figure 3 depicts the three knowledge base structures that are used in the complete evaluation process. There are two static knowledge structures: 1) the hypothesized functional plan; and 2) the function verification plan. The third knowledge structure is dynamically produced during the initial structural evaluation of the object and is later used by the function verification plan. The leftmost structure in Figure chair. The two functional requirements are shown: provides stable orientation and provides sittable surface. The rightmost structure represents the function verification plan with the associated function labels that are pertinent to the interactive processes required: maintains functional orientation and maintains seating force. A merger of these two plans was depicted in Figure 2 .
A more thorough explanation of the evaluation process follows. It should be noted that there can be multiple potential results for a single (sub)category. Depending upon the defined task, all or any subset of the results can be tested by the system.
2.2.1
The static function-based reasoning is the first stage of recognition process. A knowledge acquisition system provides the input shape. The front end knowledge acquisition system must be capable of acquiring 3-D surface information. GRUFF has the capability of reasoning about incomplete knowledge of the shape of the object [7] . However, for purposes of the work described in this paper, a complete object shape description is supplied as input.
The input shape is defined as a set of faces, with each face defined by an ordered set of vertices. The first step in the recognition process involves evaluation of the input shape. Information gained at this stage will be used throughout the recognition process. This information includes the following: volume of the shape, center of mass of the shape, convex hull of the shape, the volume and center of mass of the convex hull, and all potential functional elements of the shape. Functional elements are simply portions of the shape (or the entire shape which fulfill tial functional elements includes all individual faces of the shape and all groups of essentially coplanar faces which can be grouped to form a virtual surface.
In the next stage, the system hypothesizes a category to use in the evaluation of the input shape. The categorization performed by the system identifies functional elements of a shape by associating them with their proper function label (e.g. provides sittable surface).
The category definition tree is a control structure that guides the evaluation process. The tree is traversed in the depth-first, left to right traversal (see Figure 2) . The depth signifies specializations of the parent (sub)category. Evaluation will progress through the control structure until the specified function cannot be fulfilled by the object structure or a terminal node is reached. As the evaluation progresses the portions of the object structure (i.e. functional elements) that are found to fulfill the specified functional requirement (i.e. function label) are stored within the tree structure. Hence, once evaluation is complete, the tree can be traversed to find all of the potential results that the system identified. Each (sub)category node stores a list of all of its potential results. These results are considered potential because they have not yet been tested using the function verification plan.
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2.2.2
Stage two of the evaluation process integrates the physics-based modeling techniques of THINGWORLD along with the static function-based techniques of GRUFF. THINGWORLD uses a novel representation in its object modeling, in which "each object's geometry and dynamic behavior are described in terms of the object's free vibration modes, which form a frequencyordered orthonormal basis set" [ll] . The use of free vibration modes provides THINGWORLD the flexibility of the finite element method of representation without the computational expense. By precalculating and storing the free vibration modes (eigenvalues of the finite element method equations), all "dynamical equations are independent, and may be solved in closed form" [ 111.
THINGWORLD provides an environment to define objects as a composite of parts. Each part can be assigned different material properties. Parts are "glued" together by contraints to form the composite object.
A simulation option allows objects to interact with one another, reacting and possibly deforming due to the physical interactions.
At this time, the input object used in GRUFF and the model used in THINGWORLD are defined in parallel, each in terms of the modeling scheme of that system. GRUFF accepts as input a boundary surface description of the object as a single entity. To take advantage of THINGWORLD'S capability to define an object as parts which are made of different materials, we are presently hand specifying the object parts.
Hence, each object description that is input to GRUFF is replicated in THINGWORLD. The decomposition of the object into meaningful parts (e.g. assign each of the rectangular structures that would act as legs of the chair in Figure 1 as an individual part) is performed by the object designer. Differt alt material properties can be assigned to each part.
The labeling of the object structure that was performed in stage one essentially fills in the blanks of the verification plan template that controls the interaction process of stage two. The first step is to associate material properties to the individual parts of the object structure. As mentioned earlier, each part can have a different set of physical properties.
The function verification plan is organized as a sequential set of interactive steps, realized by the dynamic knowledge primitives.
The normal sequence taken for the example object category Chair would be to first change-orientation and then observe-deformation to confirm the object is self-stable. The object may not be strong enough to support its own weight in the new orientation. If the object passes this evaluation then an applyforce and observe-deformation pair of primitives is invoked. For example, for the category chair the function verification plan would include a sequence to apply a force to the functional element that was labeled sittable surface. If that sequence passes evaluation, further tests Stage Two -Functionality Verification may be included in the plan (e.g. test for back support).
The invocation of observe-deformation simply performs an evaluation of the possibly deformed object structure to determine whether the structure can still function as first proposed. This entails an invocation of GRUFF'S evaluation process, passing in the present object structure which has been tested. An association measure is returned for this instantiation of the deformed object. There are three possible conditions that can occur after each invocation of observe-deformation. 1) The association measure returned is below a threshold -hence the object fails the test. 2) The association measure is above a set threshold and the time elapsed is below an allowed time of interaction. A new sequence of applyforce and observe-deformation pair of primitives is invoked.
3) The association measure is above a set threshold and the time ela.psed is greater than the allowed time of interaction -hence the object passes with an association measure equal t o the last association measure returned. To get a better understanding of the complete function-based recognition process example evaluation scenarios follow. For these examples, two different material properties were tested: rubber and oak. Material properties are assigned to individual parts through THINGWORLD.
Example Evaluations
This section steps through the results of GRUFF-TW's analysis of some example objects. In each case, the input object description is an abstract object shape and the model of the physical properties of the object parts is specified in THINGWORLD.
The results of reasoning purely about the abstract shape are provided by the GRUFF side of GRUFF-TW. Since only a theoretical robot is involved in the interactive process, invocations of the primitives change-orientation and applyforce are always assumed to succeed. The simulation capabilities of THINGWORLD are used t o capture the object shape deformation that would result from a specified change-orientation or apply force operation. Application of a force is performed by placing a weight (represented as a separate block-shaped object) on the specified surface. An observe-deformation operation then involves a comparison between two instances of the object shape from different points in time.
Valid simple chair evaluation
Consider the example object depicted in Figure 1 , which can be interpreted as a "chair laying on its side." The first stage in attempting to recognize the object as a chair involves reasoning about the abstract shape. This stage invokes, in turn, each of the primitives to realize the functional requirements sittablesurface and stable-orientation depicted in the leftmost knowledge structure in Figure 3 .
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The result is a hypothesized functional plan for using the object, with a specific orientation of the object identified and a specific part of the object labeled as providing seat support. The results of this reasoning about the abstract shape are the same regardless of the material properties of the object. Figure 4 -b shows the labeled output produced by GRUFF with an association measure of 0.9. This means that the abstract shape of the object has been found to fulfill the functions required of a simple chair at a high measure. In order to verify this, GRUFF produces an interactive plan to test the strength of the object. This plan includes the re-orientation of the object and identification of the surface on which a force should be exerted. The second stage involves a sequence of interactions aimed at verifying the functional plan hypothesized from the abstract shape analysis. This stage first invokes the primitives associated t o testing functional orientation, followed by the primitives to test supportsseatingforce. It is during this stage that material properties of the object are actually tested. For this first test, the object was defined as a composite of 5 parts, each having the material properties of oak.
Due to the material properties chosen, no deformation occurs over a set time period and the final measure remains at 0.9. The more interesting cases to follow are those that do not pass the function verification.
Chair evaluation failure
In this scenario, the material properties of the parts of the object are selected such that the seat is oak and the legs are rubber. The object still presents the initial Figure 5 : Stool during interactive test -very soft legs abstract shape as shown in Figure 1 and the abstract shape reasoning results in the hypothesized functional plan as in Figure 3 . Figure 5 provides an example of the iterative deformation test cycle that was simulated using GRUFFmental points of evaluation. A representation of the deformed structure was input to GRUFF'S analysis.
Measures for each evaluation are given. Once the measure goes below a set threshold ( Figure 5 -c goes to 0.0) the evaluation process ends.
Straight back chair evaluation
In this section the input shape model for the object being evaluated was acquired from the OPUS (object plus unseen space) acquisition system [6, 71. In general, we cannot assume that a robot system will start out with a complete geometric model of each object that it will encounter in its world. The system must be able to handle the situation in which it first encounters a new object. Two types of information about object shape exist in the first view: (1) the shape of the visible surfaces of the object, and (2) the fact that the possible extent of the unseen portion of the object is limited to the volume of space that is occluded from view. The purpose of the "object plus unseen space" (OPUS) model is to represent a volume of space bounded by (a the observed portions of the object's surfaces, and tb) limits to the possible extent of the unseen portion of the object. (Figure 6 gives an example illustration of how the OPUS model is acquired.) See [7] for more details on the formation and use of the OPUS model.' It should be noted that the OPUS model can only capture shape properties. The object being viewed has specific material properties that are not captured.
At this time, the GRUFF system evaluates each individual OPUS created from different views. When incomplete shape models are analyzed it becomes more reasonable for the system to sometimes answer "maybe" and to give suggestions for where to look next to confirm/reject the tentative classification. We refer to the different recognition results given by the system described here as functional, possibly functional or not functional. The object that will be used for this scenario is the same as depicted in Figure 6 , however a view was chosen that includes the sittable surface and the back support. The THINGWORLD representation that was created had the object divided into two parts: the base and the back, with each having a simple block structure. Each of these parts was incrementally assigned different material properties and tested. The results of the hypothesized functional plan analysis are shown in Figure 7 -b and e . Note that there are two function verification plans produced, one to verify that the object can fulfill the functional requirements of chair and the second to verify that the object can fulfill the functional requirements of straight back chair. Due to the fact that straight back chair is a specialization of chair, if the verification fails for result 1 (Figure 7-b) , then the back support verification will not be performed. In other words, if the object cannot support a person with a sittable surface, there is no need to test if it can provide back support. As mentioned earlier, the results of this reasoning about the abstract shape are the same regardless of the material properties of the object.
In the first example (Figure 1 ) GRUFF was provided the complete 3-D shape and was therefore able to determine new stable orientations. More realistically, when the system is acquiring information about an object from one view it cannot hypothesize new stable orientations due to the lack of complete structural knowledge. For the example provided using real laser range data, the object is viewed in its "upright" orientation and no new stable orientations are hypothesized.
3.3.1
For the first test scenario, both parts of the object structure were assigned the material properties of oak. Figure 8 provides an example of the iterative deformation/test cycle that was simulated using GRUFF-TW. The labeled object structure is depicted in Figure 8 a. The interactive process of function verification of straight back chair requires two plans. The first plan verifies the object can provide a sittable surface to support some distributed weight. This weight could be thought of as a person sitting on the chair. To test this, a weight is placed on the surface labeled sittable surface. The initial set-up of the verification Valid straight back chair evaluation The verification process continues by initiating the second verification plan (Figure 7-e) . The functionality of back support is now tested. The same block structure is now re-oriented such that the force of the weight is distributed across the structure labeled back support and the confirmed sittable surface. Here again, no deformation occurred (Figure 8-c) , hence functionality is confirmed for straight back chair.
Chair evaluation failure
For the second scenario, both parts of the object structure were assigned the material properties of rubber. The labeled object structure (Figure 8 plan cannot be verified, then no further evaluations that are specializations of that plan are tested. If the object cannot function as a chair, it is determined that it cannot function as a straight back chair. The test for back support is not performed.
3.3.3
For the last test scenario, the base structure of the object is assigned the material properties of oak while the back block structure is assigned the material properties of rubber. Test results for verification plan 1 are the same as depicted in Figure 8 -a and b. The object can support a force exerted on the sittable surface. Test verification plan 2 is then initiated. Deformation of the back structure is such that the object fails the back support test (Figure 8-e) . Hence, the object is classified as being a possible simple chair (stool), but does not fall into the straight back chair category.
Straight back chair evaluation failure

Summary
Recent work in computer vision has demonstrated positive results in reasoning about possible object function based on analysis of only the object shape. The GRUFF recognition system, which presently reasons about the function an object may be capable of performing purely through shape-based analysis, has categorized over 400 objects. All recognition performed to this point however, can only state if the object structure is such that it can possibly perform the given function. While shape properties are important, verification of actual functionality generally requires consideration of properties beyond pure static shape. In particular, dynamic physical properties such as the degree of deformation or rigidity under applied force are essential to the function of many objects. In order to verify that statement, some form of guided interaction is needed.
The work described in this paper combines reasoning about object shape with reasoning about deformation under applied forces to develop an interactive function veri'cation plan for recognizing (categorizing) an object according to its function. In order to confirm the functionality of objects such as chairs, it must be confirmed that the object surface identified as the seat can indeed support a force such as a human sitting down. To demonstrate the complete function-based object recognition process, (i.e. a system that performs both static and dynamic analysis), the GRUFF-TW system was developed. This is the first function-based object recognition system which goes beyond reasoning just about the static 3-D shape of an object.
Initial simulations have been conducted combining GRUFF and THINGWORLD to verify functionality. The GRUFF recognition system performs the initial static functional analysis, moving about the object if necessary in order to identify all required functional elements of the object. GRUFF uses the functional description of the object class along with the information gained in the analysis process t o produce a function verification plan. This function verification plan provides a blueprint of the steps to take in the dynamic functional analysis performed by THINGWORLD to confirm that the object can indeed provide the function required. This work shows how the theme of function-based object recognition leads naturally to robotic interaction with objects. It suggests a framework for using the results of reasoning about static 3-D shape to formulate a plan about interaction with objects to verify suggested functionality.
